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ABSTRACT
Nowadays people an share useful information on soial net-

working sites suh as Faebook and Twitter. The informa-

tion is spread over the networks when it is forwarded or

opied repeatedly from friends to friends. This phenomenon

is so alled "information asade", and has been studied long

time sine it sometimes has an impat on the real world.

Various soial ativities tends to have di�erent ways of as-

ade on the soial networks. Our fous in this study is on

haraterizing the asade patterns aording to users' in�u-

ene and posting behaviors in various topis. The asade

patterns ould be useful for various organizations to on-

sider the strategy of publi relations ativities. We explore

four measures whih are asade ratio, tweet ratio, time of

tweet, and exposure urve. Our results show that hashtags

in di�erent topis have di�erent asade patterns in term of

these measures. However, some hashtags even in the same

topi have di�erent asade patterns. We disover that suh

kind of hidden relationship between topis an be surpris-

ingly revealed by using only our four measures rather than

onsidering tweet ontents. Finally, our results also show

that asade ratio and time of tweet are the most e�etive

measures to distinguish asade patterns in di�erent topis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays people an share useful information on soial net-

working sites suh as Faebook and Twitter. The informa-

tion is spread over the networks when it is forwarded or

opied repeatedly from friends to friends. This phenomenon

is so alled "information asade", and has been studied long

time [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄ sine it

sometimes has an impat on the real world.

Various soial ativities tends to have di�erent ways of as-

ade on the soial networks. For example, just after the

Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, Japanese Twitter

users performed an energy saving ativity so alled "Oper-

ation Yashima". Sine its name was taken from a famous

Japanese animation program, this ativity was quikly and

widely spread over Twitter in suh emergeny situation. On

the other hand, Fukushima Daiihi Nulear Power Plant

faed failures aording to the earthquake, and it aused

a lot of serious problems that annot be solved immediately.

Then these problems were ontinually talked and disussed

for a long time involving experts.

Ativities in the soial networks seems to have typial pat-

terns of information asades. Our fous in this study is

on haraterizing the asade patterns aording to users'

in�uene and posting behaviors in various topis. The as-

ade patterns ould be useful for examining how ativities

a�et people in the soial networks, and how they are similar

to the past typial ativities. Suh knowledge is important

for various organizations to onsider the strategy of publi

relations ativities learning from past lessons.

In this paper, we ondut a researh on Twitter to under-

stand patterns of information asade and behaviors of par-

tiipating users in various topis suh as earthquake and po-

litial topis. We investigate whether di�erent topis have

di�erent asade patterns or not by exploring four measures,

whih are asade ratio, tweet ratio, time of tweet, and expo-

sure urve. The asade ratio determines how muh people

an in�uene their friends, the tweet ratio determines how

muh people talk in eah topi, the time of tweet deter-

mines how long a topi is still popular in the network, and

lastly the exposure urve determines how easy people are

in�uened by their friends. We onsider Twitter hashtags as

representatives of topis and perform experiments on a real

Twitter dataset.



Table 1: Examples of hashtags in eah topi

Topi Total Examples

Earthquake 54 jishin, genpatsu, prayforjapan, save_fukushima, save_miyagi, niojishin, 84ma

Media 49 niovideo, nhk, news, fujitv, nn, aljazeera, r_blog

Politis 102 bahrain, iraneletion, wiunion, teaparty, gadda�, humanrights, weinergate

Entertainment 85 madoka_magia, akb48, atakowa, tigerbunny, anohana, beiberfat, jwave

Sports 20 hanshin, f1jp, dragons, sbhawks, w2011, anuks, soer

Idiom 41 nowplaying, shoutout, followme, justsaying, pikone, followfriday, whatif

The Twitter dataset used in this paper is rawled fromMarh

11, 2011 to July 11, 2011. It onsists of 260 thousand users

and 783 million tweets. We selet top 500 frequently used

hashtags from the dataset and ategorize them aording

to topis. We �rstly study the pattern of hashtag asades

in eah topi by using statistial approah. We then fur-

ther analyze the relationship between asade patterns and

topis by using lustering algorithm. Our results show that

hashtags in di�erent topis have di�erent asade patterns

in term of our four measures. For example, the earthquake

topi has low asade ratio, low tweet ratio, short lifespan,

and high persistene, while the politial topi has high as-

ade ratio and high persistene. However, some hashtags

even in the same topi have di�erent asade patterns. For

instane, the earthquake hashtags an be divided into the

hashtags diretly related to the Great East Japan Earth-

quake, the media-related hashtags, and the politial-related

hashtags or the hashtags about the nulear power plant. We

disover that suh kind of hidden relationship between top-

is an be surprisingly revealed by using only four measures

rather than onsidering tweet ontents. Finally, among four

measures we explored, our results also show that asade

ratio and time of tweet are the most e�etive measures to

distinguish asade patterns in di�erent topis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2

introdues related work on information di�usion in online

blogging and soial networking servies. Setion 3 explains

the dataset. In Setion 4, we desribe four measures of users'

in�uene and posting behaviors, and investigate the hara-

teristis of information di�usion over six major topis. Then

we ondut further analysis by using lustering algorithm in

Setion 5. Finally, we onlude this paper and future work

in Setion 6.

2. RELATEDWORK
Information di�usion in online blogging servies has been

studied for a deade [6, 1, 11, 10℄. Gruhl et al. [6℄ stud-

ied the dynamis of information propagation in weblogs.

They investigated harateristis of long-running topis due

to outside world events or within the ommunity. Adar et

al. [1℄ developed a tool to visualize the �ow of individual

URLs over a blog network. Leskove et al. [11℄ also studied

information propagation in weblogs. The proposed models

that simulate the spread of information in blogspae and

veri�ed them in the real datasets.

Instead of blogsphere, researhers are also interested in in-

formation di�usion on other networks espeially upoming

soial networks [12, 16, 18, 9, 7, 14, 3℄. Liben-Nowell et al.

[12℄ traed the spread of information at individual level and

found that information reah people in a narrow deep pat-

tern, ontinuing for several hundred steps. Similarly, Sun et

al. [16℄ onduted an analysis on information di�usion in

Faebook and disovered that large asade begins with a

substantial number of users who initiate short hains.

In most reent years, as Twitter beomes one of the most

popular miro-blogging servies and allows us to obtain its

data via Twitter API, it gains muh interest from many re-

searhers [4, 5, 8, 13, 15, 2, 17, 19, 20℄. Romero et al.

[15℄ studied information spread in Twitter and showed that

ontroversial politial topis are partiularly persistent with

repeated exposures omparing to other topis. Moreover,

rather than understanding how information itself is spread,

Bakshy et al. [2℄ exploited information asade to identify

in�ueners in Twitter. Sellato et al. [17℄ also extrated geo-

graphi information from information dissemination proess

and utilized it to improve ahing of mulitimedia �les in a

Content Delivery Network.

Although various measures are studied to explain the pat-

terns of information asade, there are possibly more stan-

dard measures to distinguish them in di�erent topis, for

instane, earthquake and politial topis. Besides, it is still

unlear whih measure are the most e�etive. We thus ex-

plore four simple measures, whih are asade ratio, tweet

ratio, time of tweet, and exposure urve, to express the as-

ade patterns and �nally verify the e�etive of eah measure

in our experiments.

3. TWITTER DATASET
We rawled the Twitter dataset from Twitter API from

Marh 11, 2011 when the Great East Japan Earthquake

took plae to July 11, 2011. Our data olletion onsists

of user pro�les, timestamp and tweet ontents inluding

retweets. We started rawling from famous Japanese users.

We �rstly got timelines of these users, then repeatedly ex-

panded the set of users by traing retweets and mentions in

their timelines. We then obtained 260 million users as a-

tive users and 783 million tweets. Instead of friend-follower

relationships, we onsider interations suh as mentions and

retweets among users beause they are stronger than friend-

follower relationships. When a user A has at least one

retweet from a user B or A has at least one mention to

B, A has a direted link to B. In this ase, we all B as a

outgoing neighborhood of A. We extrated 31 million links

by onsidering only ative users.

To study information asade aording to di�erent topis,

we treat a hashtag as the representative of a topi. We

selet top 500 frequently used hashtags from the dataset

and manually ategorize them aording to topis. Then

we examine how the use of hashtags spread over the user



Figure 1: An example of hashtag asade

interation network. Moreover, to provide meaningful dis-

tributions in the rest of this study, we fous only on hashtags

that have at least 1,000 partiipating users. We found that

the majority belong to six major topis, whih are earth-

quake, politis, media, entertainment, sports, and idiom.

The number of tweets ontaining one of our interested hash-

tags are in range between 20 thousand to 1 million. Table1

shows examples of hashtags in eah topi. The earthquake

topi is mainly about the Great East Japan Earthquake, e.g.,

"jishin" (earthquake) and "genpatsu" (nulear power plant).

The politial topi is related to politial issues and events all

over the world. Many of them refer to the uprising events

in the Middle East, e.g., "bahrain" and "iraneletion". The

media topi is represented by ommuniation hannels in-

luding television networks, news hannels, and video shar-

ing websites, e.g, "nhk" and "nn". The entertainment topi

refers to television programs, movies and artists espeially

Japanese animations, e.g., "madoka_magia" and "tiger-

bunny". The sports topi orresponds to sports teams and

tournaments. Most of them are Japanese baseball teams,

e.g., "hanshin" and "dragons". Finally, the idiom topi is a

popular phrase used as Twitter ulture, e.g., "nowplaying"

and "followme" . Although it is still unlear that the idiom

topi should be really treated as the topi or not, we inlude

this in our work beause it was studied by Romero et al.

[15℄.

4. MEASURESOFUSERS’ INFLUENCEAND

POSTING BEHAVIORS

4.1 Cascade Ratio
The asade ratio measures how muh a user an in�uene

his/her friends. We onsider that a user A diretly in�u-

ened a user B with respet to a given hashtag h, if B has

a link to A, and B's �rst post of h followed A's post of h.

It an be implied that B observed A's post and deided to

post the same hashtag as A. The asade ratio of a user

u with respet to h is then de�ned as the fration of users

in�uened by u within the all users who posted h:

cr(u, h) =
C(u, h)

U(h)
(1)

where C(u, h) is the number of users who linked to u and

posted h after u, and U(h) is a number of all users who

posted h.

In Fig.1, there are 6 users who posted a hashtag at timings

t1 to t6. The user A in�uened the user D and E, and A's

asade ratio is 2/6. Moreover, the user A followed the user

B and C, and posted the hashtag after them. In this ase,

we onsider both B and C in�uened A, and B's asade

ratio is 1/6 as same as C's asade ratio.

Fig.2 shows point-wise average asade ratio distributions.

x is asade ratio and y is the number of ourrenes of

asade ratios normalized by total number of users using a

given hashtag. The plot is in log-log oordinate and alu-

lated as a umulative distribution funtion, where y or P (x)
is the probability at a value greater than or equal to x. The

red line is the point-wise average distribution of a partiular

topi, the blue line is the point-wise average distribution of

all hashtags, and the green line is 90% on�dene interval.

In addition to the point-wise average distributions, we al-

ulate the 90% bootstrap on�dene intervals to test a null

hypothesis. Our null hypothesis is that the partiular topi

has no di�erene in asade ratio from a set of all hashtags.

If 90% on�dene interval do not ontain average distribu-

tion of a topi, we an rejet the null hypothesis and on-

lude by 90% on�dene level that the topi has statistially

signi�ant di�erene in asade ratio from the population.

Otherwise, we annot onlude by 90% on�dene level that

the topi has no di�erene in asade ratio from the popu-

lation.

Aording to Fig.2, The earthquake, media, sports, and id-

iom topis have relatively low asade ratio. People par-

tiipating in these topis used hashtags independently not

beause of seeing from their friends' tweets. On the on-

trary, the politial topi has relatively high asade ratio.

When people posted politial hashtags, many of their friends

started to post the same hashtags after them.

4.2 Tweet Ratio
Tweet ratio shows how muh people talk about a topi. It

is the proportion of how many times a user uses a hashtag

omparing to all tweets of the same hashtag. The tweet ratio

tr of a user u posting a hashtag h is then simply de�ned as

below:

tr(u, h) =
T (u, h)

∑
u
T (u, h)

(2)

where T (u, h) is the number of tweets ontaining the hashtag
h posted by the user u.

Fig.3 illustrates point-wise average tweet ratio distributions.

x is tweet ratio and y is the number of ourrenes of tweet

ratios normalized by total number of users using a given

hashtag. Eah line is plotted in log-log oordinate and al-

ulated as a umulative distribution funtion, where y or

P (x) is the probability at a value greater than or equal to

x. The red line is the point-wise average distribution of

a partiular topi, the blue line is the point-wise average

distribution of all hashtags, and the green line is the 90%

on�dene interval.

The earthquake, media, and idiom topis have relatively low

tweet ratio. People in these topis repeated to use same

hashtags very few times. On the other hand, the politial

topi has relatively high tweet ratio. People repetitively

posted same hashtags about the politial topi many times.

4.3 Time of Tweet
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Figure 2: Point-wise average asade ratio distributions of eah topi
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Figure 3: Point-wise average tweet ratio distributions of eah topi

Time of tweet demonstrates how long a topi is popular in

the network. It is time of eah usage of a hashtag from its

�rst appearane. The time ti of a tweet tw ontaining a

hashtag h is then straightforwardly de�ned as the di�erene

in time between tw and the �rst tweet of h.

Fig.4 shows point-wise average time distributions. x is time

of tweet in hour(s) and y is the number of ourrenes of

time normalized by total number of tweets omprising a

given hashtag. Eah line is plotted as a umulative dis-

tribution funtion, where y or P (x) is the probability at a

value greater than or equal to x. The red line is the point-

wise average distribution of a partiular topi, the blue line

is the point-wise average distribution of all hashtags, and

the green line is the 90% on�dene interval.

The earthquake topi falls down at �rst period. A large

number of tweets were posted soon after the topis were

raised to Twitter and gradually dereased when time passed.

We an imply that people talked very muh about the Great

East Japan Earthquake during that time and in turn rarely

said about it when the situation was bak to normal. Con-

versely, the entertainment and sports topis lay in a diag-

onal. The number of tweets did not hange aording to

time. People ontinually talked about these topis during

the period of time.
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Figure 4: Point-wise average time distributions of eah topi
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Figure 5: Point-wise average exposure urves of eah topi

4.4 Exposure Curve
The last measure is exposure urve proposed by Romero et

al. [15℄. It determines how easy people are in�uened by

their friends. The exposure urve P (k) is de�ned as below:

P (k) =
I(k)

E(k)
(3)

where I(k) is the number of users who started to post the

hashtag h right after their k outgoing neighborhoods and

E(k) is the number of users who have k outgoing neighbor-

hoods posting the hashtag before them at some time.

Fig.5 depits point-wise average exposure urves. x is k

neighborhoods who used a hashtag before a user and y the

probability P (k) that a user u will use the given hashtag h

right after his/her k friends. The red line is the point-wise

average exposure urve of a partiular topi, the blue line is

the point-wise average exposure urve of all hashtags, and

the green line is the 90% on�dene interval.

The peaks of the urves, are at k = 4 for the earthquake

topi and k = 2 for the entertainment and sports topis.

That means the maximum probability that people will start

to post a hashtag about the earthquake topi is when four

neighborhoods used that hashtag before them as well as two

neighborhoods in ase of the entertainment and sports top-



is. Besides, sine the politial topi has no peak, we an say

that the number of neighborhoods who used a given hashtag

do not a�et people partiipating in this topi to start to use

the same hashtag. Nevertheless, we here fous on shape of

the urve rather than identifying whether the urve is higher

or lower than the average. The urve P (k) of the earthquake
and politial topis do not hange as k inreases. These two

topis are thus high persistent. In turn, the urve P (k) of
the entertainment and sports topis fall down rapidly after

the peaks. The probability that a user will start to use a

hashtag dereases as k inreases. We an say that these two

topis are low persistent.

4.5 Patterns of Topic-Sensitive Hashtag Cas-

cades
By using asade ratio, tweet ratio, time of tweet, and ex-

posure urve, we summarize patterns of hashtag asades

aording to six major topis as in Table 4. "H" means

high, "L" means low, and - means No statistially signi�-

ant di�erene from the population.

The earthquake topi has low asade ratio, low tweet ratio,

short lifespan, and high persistene. The media and idiom

topis have same patterns, whih are low asade ratio and

low tweet ratio. The politial topi has high asade ratio

and high persistene. The entertainment and sports topis

have similar patterns, whih are high tweet ratio, long lifes-

pan, and low persistene, and the sports topi additionally

has low asade ratio.

5. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEENCASCADE

PATTERNS AND TOPICS
In this setion, we further investigate the relationship be-

tween asade patterns and popular topis in Twitter and

examine the e�etiveness of eah measure we desribed in

earlier setion. We perform k-means lustering based on the

distributions of asade ratio, tweet ratio, time of tweet, and

exposure urve. Eah hashtag is represented as a vetor of

values aptured from n points in eah distribution. For eah

hashtag, we selet n=93 points proportional to the log sale.

We use Eulidean distane as a distane measure and ran-

domly assign eah hashtag to a luster at initialization. Con-

sidering six major topis in our study, we vary the number

of lusters as k = 6, 7, 8. Sine k-means algorithm provides

di�erent results depending on the initialization, we perform

�ve trials for eah k and evaluate lustering results by us-

ing normalized mutual information (NMI). Instead of other

evaluation measures suh as purity and F measure, it an be

used to ompare lustering quality with di�erent numbers of

lusters. For eah trial, we ompute NMI to evaluate lus-

tering results. We then pik up the trial that provides the

highest NMI at eah k. Sine those results when k = 6, 7, 8
have the same trend, we then hoose the result of k = 6 to

onsider throughout this study.

Additionally, we are able to investigate the e�etiveness of

eah measure on the lustering results by using NMI. We

perform lustering by relying on all of four measures, and

leaving one measure out at eah experiment. Fig.6 demon-

strates the average NMI of �ve trials in eah approah when

k = 6. We an see that NMI dereases when asade ratio

Figure 6: Average NMI of eah approah when k = 6

Table 3: Clustering result when k = 6
No. of hashtags 0 1 2 3 4 5

Earthquake 25 9 1 5 8 0

Media 1 20 1 12 10 2

Politis 0 4 47 2 26 15

Entertainment 0 10 5 39 5 6

Sports 0 2 0 17 0 1

Idiom 1 16 1 7 10 0

or time of tweet are not used. Therefore, asade ratio and

time of tweet are said to be the most e�etive measures to

haraterize hashtag asade, while tweet ratio and exposure

urve even proposed in the existing work are not e�etive as

we expet. Aording to Table 3, we an obtain the same

result by using only asade ratio and time of tweet.

Table 3 and Table 4 illustrate lustering result and asade

patterns of eah luster when k = 6 respetively. We an

onlude that hashtags from the same topi or the topis

having similar patterns of asade are assigned into the same

luster. For example, the majority of the earthquake topi

are assigned into luster 0. Moreover, the asade pattern

of this luster in Table 4 is the same as the pattern of the

earthquake topi in Table 3. In the same way, beause the

media and sports topis have same asade patterns, the

majority of these two topis are put together into luster 1.

However, some of them even from the same topi have dif-

ferent behaviors and thus put into other lusters. For exam-

ple, the hashtags in the earthquake topi are mainly divided

into luster 0, 1, and 4. The hashtags in luster 0 are di-

retly related to the Great East Japan Earthquake suh as

"jishin", "save_miyagi", and "84ma" (Operation Yashima).

On the other hand, the earthquake hashtags in luster 1,

whih the majority of the media topi are assigned to, are

hashtags suh as "iwakamiyasumi" (a journalist who spread

information about nulear power plant after the aident at

Fukushima Daiihi Nulear Power Plant) and "niojishin".

We an see that they are somehow related to the media

topi. Likewise, the earthquake hashtags in luster 4, whih

its major members are the politial topi, are hashtags suh

as "save_fukusima" and "ni" (Citizen's Nulear Informa-

tion Center). Beause they are about the nulear power

plant whih needs the Japanese government to onern and



Table 2: Patterns of hashtag asades in eah topi

Topi Casade ratio Tweet ratio Time of tweet Exposure urve

Earthquake L L L L

Media L L - -

Politis H - - L

Entertainment - H H H

Sports L H H H

Idiom L L - -

Table 4: Patterns of hashtag asades in eah luster when k = 6
Cluster Casade ratio Tweet ratio Time of tweet Exposure urve Major Topis

Cluster 0 L L L L Earthquake

Cluster 1 L L - - Media, Idiom

Cluster 2 H H - L Politis

Cluster 3 L H H H Sports, Entertainment

Cluster 4 - L - L Media, Idiom

Cluster 5 H H L L Politis

take ations on, their asade patterns are losely related to

politial topi.

In the same way as the media hashtags, they are primarily

split into luster 1, 3, and 4. The hashtags in luster 1

are Japanese television media suh as "fujitv", "nhk", and

"tvasahi", while the media hashtags in luster 3 are Japanese

Internet media suh as "r_blog" (Rakuten blog), "ameblo"

(Ameba blog), and "2hmatome". Furthermore, the media

hashtags in luster 4, whih its major members are again the

politial topi, are hashtags suh as "aljazeera", "wikileaks",

and "alarabiya". Sine these kind of media mainly serve

politial news, their asade patterns are losely related to

politial topi too.

Lastly, the entertainment and sports hashtags are largely

assigned into the same luster, luster 3. The entertain-

ment hashtags here are Japanese animations and artists suh

as "tigerbunny" and "akb48" respetively, while the sports

hashtags are Japanese baseball teams suh as "hanshin" and

"dragons". It is probably that both of them are hobbies,

gain muh interest from their fans and thus share ommon

behaviors.

Due to the above analysis, it is interesting that we an dis-

over hidden relationship between topis by using only four

measures rather than seeing tweet ontents.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the patterns of information asade in six pop-

ular topis in Twitter, whih are earthquake, media, poli-

tis, entertainment, sports, and idiom. We found that dif-

ferent topis mostly have di�erent patterns of hashtag as-

ades in term of asade ratio, tweet ratio, time of tweet,

and exposure urve. For example, the earthquake topi has

low asade ratio, low tweet ratio, short lifespan, and high

persistene, while the politial topi has high asade ratio

and high persistene. However, some hashtags even in the

same topi have di�erent asade patterns. For instane,

the earthquake hashtags an be divided into the hashtags

diretly related to the Great East Japan Earthquake, the

media-related hashtags, and the politial-related hashtags

or the hashtags about the nulear power plant. We disover

that suh kind of hidden relationship between topis an

be surprisingly revealed by using only four measures rather

than onsidering tweet ontents.

Finally, as future work, we need to explore other useful har-

ateristis suh as expert level of individual users and verify

whih measures are the most appropriate to explain patterns

of hashtag asades in di�erent topis. Moreover, we need to

investigate other lustering algorithms and other similarities

whether they still provide the same results or not.
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